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Science writer Willy -- Find potential answers to this crossword clue at wine-cloth. com.

Synonym: A word or phrase that has the same meaning as another dog, cur, canine and so on. These are
usually pun-based or otherwise tongue-in-cheek. AMC Mon. Well done, good and faithful servant. But you
should be uneasy with this, as it is only partially satisfactory. And you hold the results in your hand. He
occasionally appeared in its sketches, including in episodes hosted by Christopher Walken and Julia
Louis-Dreyfus. A pilot afraid to fly follows his stewardess ex-girlfriend and must take over for the poisoned
crew. PG 1 hr. You ran a beautiful, faithful race. If regional dialect is called for it will usually be signalled e.
But to confuse the issue, such a run may be in reverse or consist of alternate letters, the sequence of which can
be signalled by odd, even, etc. Of course, there will be expert solvers who will pride themselves on finishing a
broadsheet cryptic with no use of aids, but these lucky people must be a minority, an enviable elite. In this
sense he is playing a game and like all games there are rules. FX Fri. Please stop right now and pray for this
young family. Again a reservation, as opinions do differ on this one with regard to particular cases. Since then
crossword puzzles have spread to most cultures and have taken a variety of forms â€” from the original
straightforward definitional type requiring factual answers to the more abstruse cryptic kind characterised by
the use of convoluted clues, using puns and the playing of language games see next page. It would have been
difficult and confusing to include the source of each clue in the main layout of the book. When a corporate
mega-park opens nearby, D. While a conjuror can tell us downright lies, a compiler is obliged to tell us the
truth â€” albeit in a convoluted form. Whimsical Clues The clues for these and their answers are usually
longer than normal. A Harlem mobster combines ingenuity and strict business codes to dominate organized
crime, while a veteran cop searches for a way to bring him down. The second form of deception is
misdirection. On the other hand, letter-order is to remain the same but the order of components is to be
reversed in: 'Cheerful mug? DC East. Marshall, told The Associated Press. Omission indicators Examples:
drop, leave, quit Here target letters, words or components have to be omitted in order to help construct the
answer. Crew members of the colony ship Covenant encounter a hostile alien life-form after traveling to a
dark and dangerous planet on the far side of the galaxy. And so too, with the crossword. As a biologist
searches for her missing husband while on an expedition with a secret agency, she discovers a dangerous
creature lurking in the wilderness. A television set? So you may have to imagine the capital letter, as in the
above. Alberto E. Then there is the cryptic which has less the nature of a knowledge test and more the
character of a game â€” a naked battle of wits between the compiler and the punter. Now, back to the most
common type of clue, the compound. Hallmark Wed. One must fight the temptation to look where the
compiler is directing our attention. This is where your dictionaries and other reference books come in. We are
crushed. Nesting indicators Examples: accepted, accomodation, nursing xviii Here one component is to be
nested or embedded within another. In other words we are looking for something indicative of the interior of a
boat. Such words do crop up but, just as they are rare in reality, they are rare in crosswords too. Up till then I
had never given the wretched, impenetrable thing more than a glance.


